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• It is important to all customers that IBM Cognos Controller works 

efficiently and correctly to provide you with accurate results at each 

period close and that you are correctly licensed 

• The responsibility for this normally lies with the system administrator

• What tasks should the system administrator and others perform on a 

periodic basis to ensure that IBM Cognos Controller works efficiently 

and correctly?



• Clear local cache

• Database optimisation

• Verify structures

• Validate data

• Investment reconciliation

• SQL maintenance

• Browse data

• Security

• Licensing

This session   



In any client/server solution cached files are held locally to the user to improve 

client performance
e.g. Caching is used for local versions of structures lists and forms

There are 4 types of cached files held for each Cognos Controller user:
1. IE cache – Controller is a web client deployed from an IIS web server so some files are cached by IE for speed.  These files 

are held in %USERNAME%\local\Microsoft\windows\Temporary Internet Files 

2. .NET cache – Controller is predominantly written in .NET.  Files used by CCR (such as .dll files) are downloaded first to the 
Temp Internet Files as 1. above, but they are then copied to .NET’s assembly which is in %USERNAME%\AppData\assembly

3. CCR’s own cache files.  Structures lists, forms, screens etc.  Also includes ccr.config which is where last logon name, 
language, selectDB setting, and personalised screen sizes are held.  Files are held in 
%USERNAME%\AppData\roaming\Cognos\CCR

4. Eclipse (Java) config files.  From Controller 10.1.1FP1 onwards these files are created on first login and are held in 
%USERNAME%\ccr-config

Clear local cache – cached files



• This operation only clears 3. Controllers own cache files, usually needed 

when a structure change has been made ‘Live’ i.e. whilst users are logged 

into Controller and they need to reflect the change in their cached files.

• The scenario usually presents itself by users not being able to see new 

structure items such as a new account.

• Deleting local cache means the client goes back to the server for a new 

structure list which will include the changes made recently, thereby fixing the 

issue.

Clear local cache – what does it do?



• It is possible to manually delete the files from the locations in the previous 

slide

• Generally no harm can come from deleting files, although on next login 

the files will need to be downloaded from the application server

• Beware though of deleting the .XML file CCR.CONFIG.  This contains 

useful data and can cause some issues for users, especially if SSO not in 

use

…but sometimes CCR.CONFIG becomes corrupt and has to be deleted

Clear local cache – manual deletion



The option ‘Maintain > Database > Optimise should be run regularly by the system administrator.  The function 
performs the following tasks:

• Remove Period Zero Values
Clears all zero value records from the period tables xdbnn
Useful way of deleting unwanted data in Controller

• Rebuild Structure Tables
Rebuilds ownership tables, summations & other structure tables 
Speeds up programs which use these tables such as consolidation

• Rebuild Indexes (SQL only)
Rebuilds all indexes in SQL databases
Improves performance especially on database intensive activities such as importing data from staging tables

• Analyze Schema (Oracle only)
Rebuilds all indexes in Oracle databases
Improves query performance by optimising the query optimiser in Oracle

Fact: Over 5% of helpdesk tickets are solved with an optimise !
Fact: One customer had not optimised for 2 years - were amazed with the performance improvement once run!

Please run at least once a month – with rebuild indexes!

Database optimisation



The Verify Structures function exists for the system administrator to check all structures for errors or inconsistencies.
For example the company structure check may report any one of the following errors:

• There is more than one top group for at least one period 
• A parent is owned by less than 100%
• A parent must have the same local currency as the group’s currency
• There is more than one parent per group
• No group adjustment company set up for a group

It is possible to verify all structures listed below in the same run:

Verify structures



Message Meaning
01 acct does not exist acct may have been deleted without the control table being updated

02 acct is not a detail acct The target acct must be a posting acct.  You cannot post to summation or control accts

03
Invalid mix of change and head as from accts when konto_pf is a 

change acct

In English, you cannot post an opening balance or a main acct to a movement acct! Tip:  

Look for and correct the H/C entries; the C/C entries will then go  (so its not as bad as it 

can seem!)

04
Mixing change & head accts as from accts when konto_pf is a head 

acct may not produce expected results.

If you use a main acct, i.e. one without movements as the to acct then be aware that you 

are combining opening balance and movement accts

05
Konto_ib must be filled in when konto_pf is a change or OB 

acct, and konto_pf is of acct type A, L, E, R or S

Opening balance field must be completed IF the 'to' acct is a balance sheet movement 

acct

06 The value for the field Vernr must be between 1-99 All control tables require a journal number between 1 and 99 or 10000

07 The default value is wrong
Usually only happens when an automatic journal is copied to create a user-defined 

journal.  Correct in auto journals > define

08 The value is mandatory
It is possible in the define screen to make certain fields mandatory - this occurs if a 

mandatory field is left blank

09 Contribution version must be filled in Certain journals which use xdbnn  as their source require a contribution version

Verify structures – check rules (1)



Message Meaning

10 Account in xacqmain does not exist in account structure
An acct in the investments register must be a valid acct.  Happens where a deleted acct 

is not updated in the investments register or the control table

11 Account in xacqmain must be a detail account
Similar to 10. but this time the acct in the control table has been promoted to be a 

summation acct 

12 Account in xacqmain must exist in xevent_r
Also available in English!  This means that an acct used in the investments register does 

not appear in any control table beginning E1xx

13
Acct in xacqmain must not be Transfer to Re. Earn, Transfer 

Previous Year Net Profit or Prev year Net profit BS in Gen Config
You cannot use any accts from the Reconcile2 tab in the investments register

14
The ext dim code does not match the selected ext dim level of 

the acct

You set the ext dim level on the acct.  You can only select codes in the control tables for 

that level for that acct.  Selecting codes from other levels triggers this error

Verify structures – check rules (2)



Controller has, as a design policy, a disconnect between Structures and Data.
This means that if a structure such as an account or company is deleted then the data remains as orphaned data.  
Whilst this is a good security measure it would be useful to understand any orphaned data and/or delete it.

Validate data exists for this purpose.  Orphaned data is segregated into separate categories such as missing 
company, missing account, or missing counterparty.

Tip:  There is a ‘hidden’ delete option which is 
enabled only when the Validate data function 
has been run.  Without closing the report, 
change screen focus back to the Validate 
data screen and the red delete button is now 
enabled.  Pressing this will delete all the data 
in the report.

Validate data



Investment reconciliation (1)
For those customers using the investments register.

There are two reports that are often overlooked by customers with issues around investment elimination.
Run this report to check that the investments register elimination templates all balance:
Group > Reconcile > Investment Eliminations Template

NB This report is more useful when ‘Force Balance Control’ is set



Investment reconciliation (2)
For those customers using the investments register.
Here are two reports that are often overlooked by customers with issues around investment elimination.
Run this report to check that the investments register values agree with bookings
Group > Reconcile > Investments



Maintenance using SQL scripting (1)
Disclaimer: Customers use SQL scripts at their own risk – HAYNE cannot be held responsible etc.  You should backup the database first!
Examples below are given in T-SQL (Microsoft SQL Server)

Given a strong understanding of the tables in a Controller database it is possible and often desirable to use a SQL 
script to change the values in tables.  Depending upon the culture in your company this is either extremely likely or 
extremely unlikely to be possible or for access to be granted!

To see how bloated your Controller database might be check the sizes of each table with this SQL script:

Obviously xdbaudit is the audit trail table and so should be 
left alone, the xdbnn tables are the data tables for each 
calendar year.  Some tables such as xacclock, 
xbatchlog/xbatchqueue and xrepstat can have redundant 
data removed from them



Disclaimer: Customers use SQL scripts at their own risk – HAYNE cannot be held responsible etc.  You should backup the database first!
Examples below are given in T-SQL (Microsoft SQL Server)

Example 1

xacclock contains company locking and submission locking data:
When a company is locked as part of the reporting cycle, records are created for period, actuality, submission, and 
company; for all accounts in the forms that are in the form set.  This locking becomes redundant after the 
submission has been locked for some time.
When a submission is locked, a record is created for period, actuality, company, submission

This script removes the company locking by account from the table

delete from dbo.xacclock 

where bol <> '*' 

and perakt < '16%' 

Safely ignores the submission locking records
Only deletes records from year 15 and prior

In a recent instance at a customer site we deleted over 4 mio records this way

Maintenance using SQL scripting (2)



Disclaimer: Customers use SQL scripts at their own risk – HAYNE cannot be held responsible etc.  You should backup the database first!
Examples below are given in T-SQL (Microsoft SQL Server)

Example 2

xbatchqueue 
This contains the list of jobs in the batch queue as displayed using Maintain > Batch queue > Manage/View:

xbatchlog 
This contains the log details for each job in the batch queue.  This can become a large table

This script trims the batch queue items and their related log details:

Batch queue job that is the oldest you want to keep
delete from dbo.xbatchlog

where batch_id < '15917'

delete from dbo.xbatchqueue

where batch_id < '15917'

Of course you can delete these from the batch queue, 
if you have a spare weekend…!

Maintenance using SQL scripting (3)



Browse data
Of course with the appropriate permissions and local preferences you can do all of the above in browse data!

BUT
Please do not try to delete 4 million records in one attempt in Browse Data:

The reason:
Browse Data has to view the data first

It will fail if you try to view a lot of data so you have to break it down into smaller batches.

That’s why we use SQL!  



Scheduled reboots

• The record we have seen so far is over a year without a reboot!

• Customer had issues last time a reboot was actioned and so ceased 

performing them…

• IBM recommend monthly reboots of all servers.  This is due to memory leaks 

in third party software such as Excel

• These can easily be scheduled by IT…

…but be aware of reboot order if other dependent software is used



Security & licencing (1)
Security

In the good old days we only had Controller
Only one solution to secure
Native security was fine
Hands up those who have ‘KBS’ as their admin password?

Today we have FAP, Planning Analytics, Cognos Analytics, Disclosure Management.  In order to be able to easily 
share security and to work in the modern world of IT we need Controller to integrate with Active Directory and to 
Interoperate with its IBM ‘cousins’



Security

So we typically take two steps:
1. Set up Active Directory authentication using Cognos Access Manager.  We import users set up by IT into CAM.  

Those users can then be addressed by Controller, TM1, CDM, BI.  

Then if someone leaves, when IT cancel their user they are automatically block access to Controller

2. Then we set up Single Sign On (not compulsory) so that the users does not need to log into Controller.  This is 
not necessarily compliant with some internal audit departments!  If this is set then the login screen is not 
displayed and instead the log in process goes straight to the personal preferences screen:

Security & licencing (2)



Licensing (1)

IBM Cognos Controller User
From version 10.2 onwards, there are 3 types of users:

Only User ID’s ticked as ‘IBM Cognos Controller User’ should be licensed users of Controller.

License numbers are based on distinct User Names and not User ID’s
Licensing is on a “Named User” basis. Quoting from the IBM licensing document which can be found at:
http://www-03.ibm.com/software/sla/sladb.nsf/lilookup/8F0382FC426A1C8185257F68004DDECF?OpenDocument
“An Authorised User is a unique person who is given access to the Program.”
So for Controller it is the number of distinct User Names and not User IDs which determines the number of licenses required.

Therefore, you could have more User ID’s than licenses.
Example:
If a user has 2 logins under native security Neil Whitmore and Neil Whitmore2 then there are two User IDs but only 1 license
required.
Under CAM that would need 2 AD accounts so ask your IT department!

http://www-03.ibm.com/software/sla/sladb.nsf/lilookup/8F0382FC426A1C8185257F68004DDECF?OpenDocument


IBM Cognos Controller Administrator
We are often asked what constitutes an Administrator is and IBM’s compliance team 

The easiest way is to define what a Standard user IS ALLOWED to access. This is as follows:

Any menu item under Company, Group, Reports and Transfer; and
The following items under Maintain:

Accounts, Companies, Extended Dimensions - Define – READ ONLY
Accounts, Companies, Extended Dimensions - Reports
Period Locking - Change - Period Locking by Company…
Batch Queue – View
Installation – Local Preferences
User - Personal Defaults, View Active Users, Manage Active Users
Status – Change Status
Special Utilities – Clear Local Cache

Working on a strict compliance basis, if a user has any access beyond this then they will be deemed an Administrator.

So, any user who has ‘User Group Administrator’ ticked on their profile is an Administrator
Any user with Maintain >  Batch Queue – Manage is strictly an Administrator
Any user with access to Browse Data is an administrator

Licensing (1)



Thank you


